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“The pupils’ personal development is excellent: they 

demonstrate extremely good manners, are courteous and 

tolerant, and respect each other and their views.”

Independent Schools Inspectorate 2012
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A THRIVING
PREPARATORY SCHOOL

Forest Park is a thriving preparatory school.  It has a unique and 

distinctive ethos; academically rigorous within the context of the child’s 

growth as a confident, happy and responsible person.  At Forest Park, 

we embrace the uniqueness of each pupil.  For us, each child is special 

and we quickly grow to know his or her personality and strengths.  

It is through this we are able to encourage each child to be themselves, 

think independently and engage fully in the life of the school.

At Forest Park, we strive to maintain an environment which inspires 

our pupils and gives them the confidence and enthusiasm to achieve 

and succeed.  The flair and enthusiasm of highly skilled teachers proves 

infectious and sparks endeavor and interest in our pupils.  The broad 

and balanced curriculum encompasses traditional classroom practices 

with forward thinking methods of teaching extending beyond the 

classroom.  Our curriculum is embedded with practical and enrichment 

activities to delight and engage learners, enabling them to thrive 

and flourish, develop a life-long enthusiasm for learning and be fully 

prepared for the challenges of an ever changing world.

The school is generously staffed and this is reflected in the individual 

attention pupils receive at school.  We have excellent support systems 

for those children who may require extra help, as well as those who 

benefit from challenging extension activities.

Children of all abilities do exceptionally well in an environment which 

encourages them to aim high.  With such a wealth of wonderful 

experiences and academic achievements, it is no surprise that the 

pupils move on to the next stage of their educational journey with such 

confidence, taking with them cherished memories which will last  

a lifetime. 

Being part of the Forest Park family is very special.  The children at 

the school each recognise how highly they are valued, display a joy of 

learning and value the school as a wonderful place to learn and grow 

up in.
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“The pupils’ achievements 

are supported by the 

high standard of their 

behaviour, their outstanding 

attitiudes to learning and 

their commitment to 

developing their knowledge, 

understanding and skills 

across all subjects.”
Independent Schools Inspectorate 2012
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EARLY YEARS 
FOUNDATION STAGE 

If a child is happy they will learn.  The main aim of the Early Years staff is 

to ensure that every child is happy, well cared for and safe and we are, 

quite rightly, very proud of the happy smiley faces that roam the Early 

Years classrooms.

Forest Park has developed a nurturing culture in which creative, 

physical, social and imaginative activities take place.  It is led by a highly 

skilled, dedicated, caring team who are sensitive to the needs, feelings 

and ambitions of our young children and their families.  The teachers 

and staff within the Early Years Foundation Stage apply themselves with 

enormous energy to create a wonderful environment in which to play 

and learn. 

Learning is fun when it takes place in a safe, happy and stimulating 

environment, both in the classroom and through outdoor education 

and extra-curricular activities.

Parents are actively encouraged to support their child’s first tentative 

steps in exploring the wonders of the world around them and share 

their excitement as they master new skills.  You are welcome to 

participate in our afternoon tea parties, snack and story sessions and 

workshops where you can pass on your skills and knowledge to  

the children.

Reports every half term and weekly newsletters keep all parents fully 

informed about their child’s progress and development.
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“The school is successful in meeting its aims 

to provide education in a warm, welcoming 

secure environment where children are 

encouraged to develop values and contribute 

to school life and make positive progress  

in their learning and development.” 
Independent Schools Inspectorate 2012 7



KEY STAGE ONE 

As children embark upon this stage of their exciting educational journey, 

it is vital that we excite their imagination and ignite their love for 

learning.  Children receive a firm foundation where outstanding teaching 

effectively challenges pupils at an appropriate level and engages them in 

purposeful and enjoyable learning.  The excellent ratio of staff to pupils 

ensures a high level of support so that children quickly build up strong 

literacy and numeracy skills. 

Children are introduced to wider teaching and learning experiences 

and are also encouraged to employ new techniques.  They enjoy a wide 

range of visits and trips to support and enhance the curriculum and add 

richness to their learning experiences.  Trips include Manchester Art 

Gallery,  Tatton Hall and Chester Zoo.

Forest Park offers a rich variety of experiences for its pupils; they 

achieve high academic success as well as flourishing creatively.  The 

creative arts are a very important part of the curriculum.  They enable 

pupils to gain a greater sense of self-confidence and assurance in their 

ability whilst developing strong social skills.  We provide our pupils with 

learning opportunities to support our belief that progress and learning 

comes from being stimulated and thinking creatively.  Our curriculum 

extends to debating and public speaking to enable our children to think 

for themselves and deliver their ideas in an articulate manner.
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“Pupils are articulate and apply themselves most effectively 

to their work. Their attitudes to learning are excellent, strongly 

supporting their achievements. They are very involved in a wide 

range of extra-curricular activities. The high quality relationships 

that the pupils share with each other and their teachers have 

a very positive impact on their learning.”

Independent Schools Inspectorate 2012
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KEY STAGE TWO

Different teaching styles across the year groups accommodate diverse 

types of learning from a range of ability groups in the school.  Teachers 

use their experience and expertise to challenge each child to their 

maximum potential and hone the skills required to prepare the children 

for their secondary education. Individual tracking ensures that learning 

can be personalised to meet the needs of individual pupils.  Small 

classes in all year groups, weekly reports and extra extension lessons 

give children an added advantage in helping them achieve highly and 

succeed in secondary school entrance examinations.  We are very 

proud of our strong academic record, where pupils achievements are 

well above national norms.  The choice of senior school is taken very 

seriously by Forest Park, and teachers will meet with parents personally 

to discuss this important next step.

 As children progress through the school, they benefit personally as 

they are given increasing amounts of responsibility.  In addition to 

senior pupil roles, they take on leadership roles within the various 

school clubs and councils, run enterprise activities and lead fund raising 

initiatives.  Motivated and ambitious pupils proudly take on these roles 

of responsibility with verve and relish.  Pupils learn to work effectively 

as a team and overcome challenging problems with confidence and 

determination.  These opportunities enable pupils to develop higher 

levels of self-confidence in order to ensure smooth transition to larger 

senior schools and the development of a well-rounded approach  

to school.

Children enjoy a wide range of extra-curricular activities, before, during 

and after school.  Clubs range from chess, puzzle, art, cookery, drama, 

sports and many more.

We are immensely proud of all our pupils and delight in the many 

opportunities we have to celebrate their achievements.
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“Pupils concentrate well and show great application and 

perseverance in lessons. The presentation of their work is 

consistently good. Pupils take a pride in their achievements and 

behave exceptionally well.”

Independent Schools Inspectorate 2012
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27 Oakfield, Sale, Cheshire M33 6NB

Tel: 0161 9734835
Fax: 0161 282 9021

post@forestparkschool.co.uk
www.forestparkschool.co.uk

At Forest Park School, we value our commitment to 

outstanding practice and ensure that excellence is 

sustained and built upon.  We would be delighted to 

welcome you to Forest Park to discover first-hand 

the quality of education, the breath and passion for 

learning and our commitment to each individual child.


